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It is the purpose of this guide to offer a program of
art studies suitable for all students of Kelso High School.
Due to a lack of free elective time, students have not been
able to schedule needed art courses.

The activities and

information in this guide are designed to re-establish some
basic art knowledge into the required course curriculum.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The current required programs at Kelso High are a sign
of the times with emphasis on math, science, and computers.
But in graduating a well-rounded student, Kelso must prepare

.

him/her with some knowledge in the visual arts.
Because of requirements in other areas,

decreased

elective time is causing students difficulty in scheduling
courses offered in the visual arts.

Therefore, a guide for

a general art program has been developed.
Upon completion of this program, students will have had
exposure to art in a variety of experiences.

Purpose of Project
The purpose of this project is to develop a curriculum
guide for secondary art instructors for Kelso High School.
The course is intended to alert students to the ways that
art has influenced man from early times to present day, and
its potential to influence the future.

Importance of study
The

importance of training "hand and mind" was

recognized 2,400 years ago.

1

Plato expressed it when he

2

said " ••• we must make Art the basis for education because it
can operate in childhood, during the sleep of reasoning; and
when reasoning does not come, Art will have prepared a path
for her, and she will be greeted as a friend ••• "
The Republic III 401)

(Plato,

(2:23)

However, education of children is in danger of being
reduced to basic skills, minimum skills, survival skills, or
occupational skills.

This is hardly consistent with the

purpose that Aristotle ascribed to the education of youth:
The elevation to the good and beautiful life.
Twentieth century man
production,
the

by machines,

influences of

is

so

(5:7)

surrounded by mass

and anonymous consumer goods that

aesthetics

is nearly lost.

Art can

fulfill this need.
If schools are to address the needs of people and if
people have the need and potential for focusing upon the
more

imaginative

and

aesthetic

aspects

of

their

life

experiences, then the importance of the arts in the schools
is obvious.

(80:19)

The arts are not for a privileged few; they are for
many.

The value of the arts is universal:

everyone can

feel the impact of cultural experiences once his eyes are
opened and his mind sensitized.

There is no reason why

anyone in our society should be denied the opportunity for
these same experiences.

(72:30)

The arts are a function of life itself, and the process
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of making art can give insight to all other areas of
learning.

The arts help people understand themselves in

historical, cultural, and aesthetic terms and they provide
people with broader choices about their environment.

The

arts influence the way people do their work and lead their
lives.
The use of a required art curriculum can offer students
the information necessary to recognize the importance of
Fine Arts and can strive to stir new interest which can
encourage students to further their art experiences.

Basic Assumptions
It is assumed in this project that:
1.

All students can benefit from a general art course;

2.

An

awareness

of

how

we

"see"

will

help

us

understand our own values and those of others;
3.

Through art knowledge, students can create a more
meaningful life and surroundings for themselves;

4.

Kelso High School can meet the scheduling needs of
students so that the General Art course can be
incorporated into the curriculum.

Limitations of the Project
The project is limited to Kelso Senior High School.
However, the guide and activities may be applicable to other
schools or districts.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The

author

found

that

a

review of

the

substantiated the basic premise of the project:
implement Art as a

literature
the need to

required and needed subject for all

students.
Historically, if not theologically, in the beginning
there was the image, not the word; the forms of feeling; not
the forms of thought.

(10:3)

In early modern times, artists tried to work out ways
in which to make scenes they drew look more like the world
they were trying to imitate.
surfaces,

they

"perspective."
People

wanted

it

Although they drew on flat
to

appear

with

depth

and

(4:1)

tend

to

think

different and separate.

of

the

arts

and sciences as

But, when Italian artist Leone

Battista Alberti published the first Renaissance treatise
"On Painting" in 1434, he showed how mathematics had to be
used to work out perspective properly.

In working on a

purely artistic problem, Alberti worked out the beginnin9 of
"projective geometry."
In the Middle Ages the knowledge of human anatomy was
limited because it was forbidden to dissect the human body.
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Medicine did not advance for centuries because of this.
(5:1)

Leonardo DaVinci wanted to draw human figures that

were accurate replicas of true beings;
1500

A.D., he

structure of

dissected
the

thirty

heart.

so in approximately

bodies

Among

other

and

studied

the

information,

the

circulatory system was identified and traced.
French artist Louis Jacque Mande Daguerre began to
produce the first primitive photographs in 1838 when he used
sunlight to produce light and dark patterns in his artistic
studies of shadows, light and art.

(4:1)

The list continues when researching the information
that art has given science and technology throughout time.
Artists usually reinforce the directions represented in a
culture's power structures,
witness

to

this.

and art history textbooks bear

"To neglect

arts

in

the

study

of

civilization is in effect to present a distorted picture of
human progress and enrichment."

(6:14)

After all, art is a

product of the mind and the consequence of human thought.
Human thought is a consequence of reality.

(6:14)

Aesthetic ex·perience is basic because it is a primary
form of experience on which cognition, judgment, and action
depend.

It is one of the fundamentals and powers of image

making by the imagination.

Dampen image making,

and image

perceiving and creativity is diminished and intelligence
itself is deflated.

(134:4)

Given these statements, it

would appear that artistic expression is truly basic to the
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individual's intellectual development and must be included
as a component of all education.

A strong society requires

citizens who not only understand science and technology, but
whose feelings and values are disciplined as well.

This is

one of the primary goals for aesthetic education.
Art means values.

Values about home, family, work and

play, the individual, society, environment, war, peace,
beauty, and ugliness are evident through the great art of
the past and present.

(9:16)

However, art is quite often

described as "enrichment" which is inadequate since it
suggests something nice, not essential, like whipped cream
in hot chocolate.

(7:2)

The notion that "art is fun," "art

is play," "art is easy," or "anyone can do it!" are
attributes damaging to the credibility of art.

(7:8)

Part

of the problem is that the arts are regarded as subjective.
One cannot apply a conventional set of rules to determine
whether meanings conveyed are accurate.

An example:

the same task to thirty art students,

Giving

all will create

different solutions in which all may be right.

Thirty

mathematics students, however, will come up with identical
solutions, (if taught well)."

(48:13)

Neither is wrong,

but both types of explanations are essential to the
particular subject area.

Certain formulas in mathematics

will facilitate a student in finding a solution. Art
students have no absolute formulas and, when presented with
an art problem, must creatively and uniquely develop the
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results.
In basic education the arts share elements common to
concepts under lying most subjects:

sound movement, mass,

energy, space, line, shape, color, and texture.

Consider

this in light of some subject areas.
Art and mathematics, especially geometry, often form
such a cohesive unit that it is impossible to tell where one
begins and the other ends.

As students learn to identify

various kinds of lines, polygons, curved figures, etc., they
are also learning to identify shapes and forms used in
architecture, sculpture, and other environmental forms.

The

integration of math and art teaches children to identify,
reproduce, and to appreciate shapes that surround them.
Social studies are combined with art to teach students
about geometric, political,

and social determinants of

architectural forms and use.
Let us consider language.

Art is a language of visual

images that everyone must learn to read.

Complete literacy

includes the ability to understand, to respond to, and to
talk about visual images.

Art education can stimulate

language, spoken and written, through these visual images by
teaching pupils to describe, analyze, and interpret.

(6:16)

Since art cultivates sensitive perception, develops insight,
fosters imagination, and places craftsmanship as a premium,
art is of central importance in both reading and writing.
Without them, pupils are unlikely to write because they have
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nothing to write about.
ends with words.

The writer starts with a vision and

The reader begins with words but ends with

a vision.
But how does art find a place in American education?
What is its role in reading goals and purposes of todays
schools?
The H. Epstein studies (".G.I..Qlith Spurts During Brain
Deyeloping:
Practice,

Implications
1978)

for

Educational

Policy

and

describe brain growth as occurring in

spurts.

These spurts occur during the age intervals of 3-10

months,

2-4 years,

years.

Epstein surmises that if artistic aptitudes go

6-8 years,

10-12+ years,

and 14-16+

unnurtured during critical periods, the recovery may be
difficult or impossible.

(24:12)

This could possibly apply

to other subject areas, but art seemingly is most difficult
to get exposure to when it has had reduced consideration in
the curriculum.
In nursery school or kindergarten the arts flourish
since they provide naturally and unavoidably a way for a
child to learn.

(33:31)

In the middle schools very little

prime time is given to the Fine Arts.

These grade level

teachers place art aside for Friday afternoons and quite
often only as a reward for good behavior.
In America, The National Assessment of Educational
Progress

(NAEP)

surveyed 95,000 nine,

thirteen,

and

seventeen year olds to find out how much they knew about art
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and music

(1978-79 school year).

Results

were

that

knowledge of music and art had declined and that pupils were
less likely to pursue these activities outside of school
than they were in 1975 when a similar study was conducted.
(19:22)
A recent survey of public secondary teachers (1980)
indicates art teachers represented 2.5% of all secondary
teachers.

This was a decrease of full-time employed art

teachers of approximately 15% over the last decade.

(23: 18)

Fewer than 10% of the United States public high schools
require art for graduation.

However, the number of public

high schools which offer art increased by 57% from 1960 to
1980,

(in 1980 the figure was approximately 85% of all

public high schools)

and the percentage of secondary

students enrolled in art for one year increased by 40%
during the last 20 years.
The students who took art for more than one year were
the ones who most likely would study art in college.

The

percentage of students increased slightly here over the past
20 years, but the trend over the last 10 years is on the
decrease (1970-1980).
dropped to 11% in 1980.

In 1970 the figure increased 17% but
(25:18)

A number of factors influence art education in the
secondary schools, some of which are beyond the control of
the art educator.

For example, many times students are told

to concentrate on the basics (Mathematics, Science, English)
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and put less emphasis on the arts if they want to be
accepted into certain colleges and universities.
There

is

some

evidence

that

schools

(16:12)

discriminate

against students whose gifts are the Fine Arts by excluding
tax dollar support for those subject areas,

and with

colleges and universities who do not consider high school
art grades when making admission decisions.

Such practices

are thought legitimate because someone believes there is a
difference between intelligence and talent.

(48:13)

Other advanced nations have never let art escape the
curriculum of their children.
The Japanese and Chinese cultures emphasize art as a
daily lesson throughout grade levels.

They incorporate art

in various subject matter but also as an equally important
discipline in itself.
The Soviet Union
education

(age 7-17).

has

compulsory secondary 10-year

At 1st-6th grade,

weekly art lesson is mandatory.
drawing are incorporated here.)
art electives.

one 45-minute

(Art appreciation and

In the 7th-10th grades are

The student goes twice a week for a total of

90 minutes in the 7th and 8th grades, while 9th and 10th
grades go for 135 minutes in various sessions.
Their goal is to give pupils lessons to respect nature,
historical and cultural movements, and cultures of other
nations.

They also emphasize foreign art works

American) as part of their education.

(16:24)

(including
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In the Scandinavian countries it is not uncommon for a
well-educated artist to be employed by a manufacturer of
household objects so that he may apply his judgment and
design sense to the technological production of functional
goods.

These people develop understanding of quality design

for life.

(36:11)

In 1962,

Cramer Owen in "Studies in Art Education"

studied thirty normal early adolescents who took part in a
"divergently oriented" art program along with a conventional
school curriculum.
others

who

Along with this,

comprised

another

control

he studied thirty
group

and

received only the regular instruction without art.

which
At the

end of the 2-1/2 years the former group was found, on the
average, to b~ superior in performance in every academic
area compared to the latter group.

Owen concluded that the

art program was at least partially responsible through its
contributions to

the development of sensitivity and

originality.
Since the given study, support has come from a number
of sociological and psychological findings that have
isolated the kinds of sensory loss

that result from

environmental deprivation, have demonstrated that the degree
of attainment in sensory skills and awareness is crucial in
learning ability, and have documented the fact that art .ia
sensory education ("Dissemination and Implementation of
Research on Art Education for the Disadvantaged Child,"
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Doris Barclay, Art Education, May 1969).

(65:10)

John Holt ("How Children Learn," 1967) contends that
the art experience helps prepare a child for other more
demanding

studies.

Others,

such

as

Piaget,

Torrance,

Barron, and Bruner have explored and extensively defined the
contributions of the art experience and related activities
to the development and function of creativity in general
intelligence.

They

relationships

these

conceptualize,

particularly
factors

to reason,

have

are

the

of

the

ability

to

to make abstract associations,

to

perceive, to imagine, and to invent.

on

aware

(67:10)

And the current research on the two hemispheres of the
brain emphasizes the dichotomy of the visual and the verbal,
the linear and the intuitive.

B. Edwards (Drawing on the

Right Side of the Brain, 1979) describes each half of the
brain processing information in a different mode.

Her

thesis lodges creativity in the right hemisphere where
imaginative and holistic perceptions are processed.

( 72: 26)

Values in our daily lives are influenced in various
ways.

Economics is concerned primarily with the production,

distribution,
center

and consumption of wealth while politics

on what is "good for

the public."

experience emphasizes leisure activities,

Recreational

and intellectual

activity is concerned with that which is holy, sac red, and
secular.

What about aesthetics which involves one with the

appearance of things and the images and meanings conveyed by
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how things look,

feel,

and sound?

About 80% of our

responses to all types of objects and events are based upon
aesthetic,

not

scientific

clues.

(16:5)

Appropriate

examples to emphasize this would be the changing appearance
of an object

(a car grill or shape of garment)

resulting alteration of its economic value.

and the

People running

for political office, too, build a political image through
clothes,

voice projection, and symbols in their advertising

campaign.

(17:5)

Creative

manipulation

of

flexible

materials

corresponding to the primary art experience is not merely
helpful but necessary in early developmental training to the
structuring of healthy learning skills and attitudes in the
child.

Art activities can permit children to proceed at

their own pace and may lead to other areas of study and
nurture rather than f~ustrate the drive toward knowledge.

For

exam~:

A student discovered a lettering book and

began a process of learning.

He first became interested in

the unical alphabet and its derivatives, the illuminated
manuscripts

of

the

Middle

Ages,

and

craftsmanship of artists of the Bible.

appreciation

for

He acquired some

history, geography, social customs of the period, and the
impact of the printing press.

Each piece of information led

him to something new until he mastered a variety of pen
styles.

(57:10)
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Webster's

definition

of

"work"

is

something

"accomplished by effort, exertion, or exercise of skill, or
something produced by the exercise of creative talent, or
expenditure of creative effort:

"artistic production."

The antonym for work is play, a word that is probably
more closely associated with art in the minds of many
people.

(7:8)

But art means work.

Beyond the qualities of

c rea ti vi ty, self-express ion, and communfcat ions, a rt is a
type of work.

Through art, our students learn the meaning ·

of the joy of work done to the best of one's ability.

There

is a desperate need for the revival of the idea for good
WO r k •

( 6 : 16 )

Art, when really understood, is the province of every
human being.
anything, well.

It is simply a question of doing things,
It is not an outside thing.

(31:20)

Art must be considered for our futures, too, because as
populations increase and resources decrease, the quality of
the environment depends on people's ability to use their
design sensi ti vi ty,

their social responsibility,

ecological concerns together,
problems.

and their

to solve environmental

When this is done, art is not an appendage, but

an integral part of decision making.

{57:9)

With this evidence, Art education becomes an intricate
part of the total educational process and should have an
important place in the Kelso High School Curriculum.

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES
In 1974 the writer began teaching at Kelso High and
there were fourteen art offerings for the secondary students
(10-12).

Now, in the 1984-85 school year, there are not

enough art courses listed to keep one art teacher in a fulltime art position (5 periods).
students,

art has

dropped

In a school of 1000+

to only four

class

periods.

Although a small part can be attributed to decreased
enrollment (1974 - 1,120 students; 1984 - 1,050 students)
there is another reason why this is happening:

little

elective time to pursue the non-required subjects!

Because

evidence supports art education as essential,
alternative is to
secondary students.

reguire

the next

a general art course for

all

The desired outcomes of this course are

to build student awareness of Art,

and to give students

confidence and interest in pursuing additional art courses
and projects.
Sources for the project were:
1.

Interest obtained during readings regarding Art
Education.

(The

articles,

books,

writer

received 57 various

guides,

including

bibliography, for research on this subject.)
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2.

Interest in the goals and suggestions for
school

students.

(A

selected

high

committee

of

Washington State School Board personnel provided
this document for the passage into law in securing
good education.)
3.

Materials and experience gained through my teaching
experiences.

(Having gone from 14 to 4 art course

offerings has given me a variety of techniques and
also prompted my curiosity about the problem.)
4.

Interest obtained from curriculum guides, teachers'
and students' art shows.

(Bellevue,

Portland,

Tri

Cities art guides give interesting layouts and
ideas

in a

teachers

strong art curriculum.

have

expressed mutual

Local

area

concern of

the

schools indifference to a dropping art enrollment
and art shows tell another reason why talent is
wonderful but sometimes lost to the inability to
create.)
A schedule of implementation is shown in Appendix A.

Chapter IV is the project which is the required general
art program designed for Kelso High School.
Chapter V includes a summary and recommendations.

CHAPTER IV

THE PROJECT

GUIDE FOR A GENERAL ART PROGRAM
FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS OF KELSO
SCHOOL DISTRICT
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1

"I look forward to an America which will not be afraid
of

grace

and

beauty ••• an

America

achievement in business and statecraft.

which
I

will

reward

look forward to

an America which will steadily raise the standards of
artistic accomplishment and which will steadily enlarge
cultural opportunities for all of our citizens.

And I look

forward to an America which commands respect throughout the
world not only for its strength but for its civilization as
well."

John F. Kennedy at a
Convocation in his honor
at Amherst College on
October 26, 1963.
(10:25)
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INTRODUCTION

Public education is cyclical:

it goes through periods

and phases that cause emphasis to swing from one discipline
to another.

At present, Kelso High students are scheduled

in a definite science, mathematics, and computers direction.
With this new upsurge in added required courses, elective
time has become minimal and students must forego one of the
basics in life:

Art.

No matter what vocation one chooses,

art is essential to know, understand, and experience.

It

affects us daily because it is all around us.
The well-rounded student is one who cannot only add,
subtract, speak, and write, but one who knows why art is an
important discipline all of its own.

PURPOSE:

This curriculum guide was developed to provide the
secondary

art

teacher

with

resources

implementation of the general art program.

for
It is

designed to instill awareness in their students as
to the importance of art in the educational
program.
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To create a positive attitude toward art and its

GOAL:

effects on everyone's life among 90% of the students
of Kelso High School.

OBJECTIVES:
1.

The student will

Be able to explore,

develop,

and express in a

creative manner through art experiences.
2.

Experience ways the visual arts reflect and shape
human environment.

3.

Recognize beauty in natural and constructed forms.

4.

Recognize elements of composition, design,

and

construction, and learn to employ them in creating,
analyzing, or evaluating a work of art.
5.

Gain insight in the use of various tools associated
with art and use them in art activities.

6.

Become aware of the contribution of visual arts to
human development,

pleasure,

knowledge,

and

fulfillment.
7.

Identify meaningful and appropriate criteria for
evaluating his/her own work and that of others.
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LIMITATIONS:
1.

It is understood that

not all

Secondary students have had equal exposure to art
prior to this course.

2.

Secondary students will succeed in the general art
course due to various factors (absenteeism, poor
work habits, apathetic attitudes).

3.

Art knowledge given within the classroom will carry
over into decision making of the student's future.

4.

Parents of the students will know the importance of
a general art course and may, in turn, challenge
its requirement.

s.

Secondary

students

will

want

to

continue art

studies.

CLASS SETTING:

It is suggested that the class be limited to
29 students (or less) and be held in a room
designed for art instruction which includes
facilities for lecture,

slides,

films,

and/or activities with materials and tools.
This will allow students familiarity with
the

room,

procedures.
director
access
progress.

of
to

equipment,
The

storage,

teacher

activities
individual

and

and

must

be

the

have

visible

activities . and

TEACHER REFERENCES

Guest speakers
Community College Art Teachers
Community Arts and Craftsmen
Local Store Managers Re:
Window Display,
Design, etc.

Logos,

Store

Field Trips
Community College Student and/or Faculty Show
Local Jr/Sr High Art Show
Portland Museum of Art

supplements
Introduction to Design: An informative workbook in
assisting with design knowledge and its
application.
Weston Walch publisher,
Portland, Maine.

student supplement
Art and M.sn:

A six-issue teaching tool that includes art
history, reproductions, techniques, lessons,
teaching guide, etc.
Published by Scholastic
under the direction of the National Gallery of
Art.
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GENERAL ART 100
This class is designed to teach you about art and how
it influenced man throughout history and how it influences
you today and tomorrow.

The class will instruct you to see,

think, and evaluate from an artistic point of view.
Art is everywhere!
Art is work!
Art is essential for a quality life!
This course is based on the need to explore:

(a) the

principles and elements of design and various inspirations
about each1 (b) some of the historical trends of art; and
(c)

the

actual application and attempt to try various ·

medias.
The semester will include .the following:
Weeks 1-9

principles and elements of art
speakers from community,

business,

colleges,

etc.
films, slides, demonstrations, video tapes
art as a profession
art history
field trips to galleries, museums.
Weeks 10-20

application of medias into longer-term work.
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YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO:
1.

Keep a notebook and/or folder of notes,

handouts,

activities, and worksheets.
2.

Complete daily work each class session.

3.

Give a full effort in all experiences.

4.

Turn in all assignments immediately after an absence.
-

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS COURSE THE STUDENT WILL HAYE
EXPOSURE TO AND:
1.

Be aware of art and its influences in society,

2.

Be familiar with the various tools and techniques that
artists use,

3.

Demonstrate creativity in projects,

4.

Be capable of identification of the elements and
principles in art, and

5.

Identify art as a leisure time activity.
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GRADING:
1.

ncn

grade:

a.

Participate

in

identified class activities

and

projects.
b.

Be prepared to work at every class session.

c.

Be in attendance with no more than 15 absences and 2
tardies.

d.

Be responsible for all assignments, including makeup work from absence.

2.

nBn

grade:

a.

Satisfy all "C" grade requirements.

b.

Develop a written essay on a famous
architect, or art period.

artist,

(no less than 750 words,

no more than 2500 words, written in ink or typedi
one side of paper, single-spaced, correct spelling,
punctuation, a bibliography of at least

6

books

and/or articles)

3•

n An

gr ad e :

a.

Satisfy all nBn and "en requirements.

b.

Design and develop a project that implements design
elements and that will be displayed or donated as a
permanent piece to the school.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
aesthetic:

of or relating to the principles of art
or the sense of the beautiful.
(16:17)

aesthetics:

the study or philosophy of beauty; the
theory of the fine arts and of peoples'
responses to them.
(16:17)

art:

creative work or its principles; making
or doing things that have form and
beauty.
( 53: 17)

balance:

aesthetically pleasing integration of
elements or component parts; proportion;
harmony.
(72:17)

color:

reflection or absorption of light by a
given surf ace resulting in hue.
( 49: 6)

composition:

an arrangement of the parts of a world of
art so as to form a unified, harmonious
whole.
(206:17)

creative:

able to create; productive,
(206:17)

creativity:

creative ability.

dominance:

emphasis of one part over the others.
(50:6)

elements:

components or feature of a whole; basic
part (329:17)

fine arts:

those arts having a purely aesthetic
function as their basic purpose,
including painting, drawing, and
sculpture.
(384:17)

form:

shape, volume, or mass present in two and
three dimensional work.
(49:6)

hue:

the name given to a color.

intensity:

the degree of brightness or dullness of a
color.
(50:6)
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inventive.

(236:17)

(49:6)

10
line:

a mark that signifies progressing
movement and/or delineation.
(594:17)

primary colors:

red, yellow, and blue.

principles:

the devices by which elements are used.
(48:6)

rhythm:

repetition of design elements providing
progressive or related movement.
(50:6)

secondary colors:

by mixing any two primary colors,
secondary colors will result.
(49:6)

space:

distance between or around two or three
dimensional shapes or masses.
(49:6)

texture:

surface quality of materials either
tactile or visual.
(50:6)

unity:

good design achieved by a harmony of the
parts.
(50:6)

work of art:

any work fashioned by a skilled or
creative a r t i s t and possessing
originality and aesthetic merit.
(1147:17)

(49:6)

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

11
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These Design Principle activity worksheets are to be
implemented with appropriate lecture and discussion.
Various demonstrations, guest speakers, films, etc., can be
used to enhance the presentation and awareness.
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Activity 1

BALANCE (ORDER) lli DESIGN

symmetrical
Look at the dot arrangements below.

....... .. .

•
•••

••••

•••••

• • • • ••

••
••• •
•
•
•
• • • •• • •• ••
•
• • ••
• •
•
•
•
•
•

Each design has the same number of dots on each side.

0_1_10

This room arrangement is
symmetrical because when cut
in half they are exactly the
same.

symmetry
Do a design with 20-30 dots that is equal when cut down
the middle.

On this wall arrange a
grouping of 6 pictures or
items for symmetrical
balance.
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Activity 1 (cont.)

Summary:

It has an order, a formal state about it. Write a
short essay on where you see formal balance in
your life.

BALANCE

Asymmetrical
Look at the dot designs below.

••
•••
•• •••

•
•
•
• • •
• •••

•
•
•
•
•
•
• • •• ••• •••• • ••

•• ••

•
••
• ••

These designs are different on each side. Yet it still
is pleasing to the eye and seems to be balanced.
Now you try some:
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Activity 1 (cont.)

Do they appear heavy on one side, as if they'll turn
over? Balance isn't just the number of dots on each side
but spaces between dots as well. Never let arrangements
appear ready to topple unless you desire it.
we must visually weigh designs for judging correctness
in balance. If you feel one side is too heavy, then correct
it.
Look at this wall arrangement:

When cut down the middle it is not the same on each
side.
This is assymetrical balance, balance that is
informal but still pleasing to the eye.
You arrange 7 shapes above
assymetrical layout that is pleasing.

this

couch

in

an
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Activity 2

VARIETY . I n ~ (DOMINANCE)

Design can have a greater variety by changing size of
items within. A design will seem more likely because of
change.

•••
••
•
·=··· • •
•

e

••

•

••• ••••
•••• ••
••

•

••

•

Which of these dots are symmetrical?
Which are assyrnetrical?
Each design modification of the simple dot makes a more
complex design. Each complication is built on an earlier
principle.

•
.
• •• • •.• ••
•

•
• •
•• ••

•

•
•

•• •
• ••
•

•

1.

Are the dots arranged with so little sense of order
that no arrangement at all is apparent?

2.

If the dots do have order, which type (symmetrical
or assymetrical)?

3.

Does the design have balance?

4.

Does variety of size create a confusing design or
destroy the sense of order?

5.

Because of variety, which is most interesting?
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Activity 3

RHYTHM .DI DESIGN

We can give our arrangement of dots more variety by
introducing rhythm. Here are 10 dots once more:
Lined up neatly in a
row is a bit tiresome

••••••••••

By changing spaces between each dot the design achieves
more variety.

• • • • • • • •••
•

••

• ••

•• • •

But, there's too much variety since each space is a
different width.

By introducing some sort of plan to the arrangement we
set up a rhythm of dots like beats in music •

•••

•••

.e.
.ee

•• •

•••

•• •

•••

·-·
·-·
.ee
·--

We can also create
visual rhythm by
introducing
a
variety of sizes of
dots •
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Activity 4

UNITY lll DESIGN

By complicating the design a bit more with units of
something we can create more unity in design.
Look at this row of dots:

••••••••
Now see the design continue to be unified by doubling
rows •

•• • • • • ••
•• • • • • ••
By introducing variety we can accent every third dot by
making it larger.

•
••• • • •• •
•• • • • • •• • ••
••

We could pile them up.

•
••
• ••

• • • •
• • • • •

• • • •••
To create some new ideas with design take 10 dots and
make a pattern •

• ••

•••
•••
•
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Activity 4 (cont.)

Do this with 10 more dots in another pattern •

•

•• •

•••
•• •
And once again with a third pattern •

•
••••
•
•• •
•

Now take all three designs and group them into a single
design.

••: ...•
...••••••

•••
• •••
•

•

•••

Each group of dots has been arranged into an acceptable
design, then each of those units of design were grouped
together into a larger design.
For variety, some of the units could be larger. Try
making one of your 10 dot units larger than the others.
Keep the remaining 10-dot units regular sized. Place all
three combinations together with some sense of order to
create one large pattern.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
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The worksheet activities for Design Elements are to be
administered with proper lecture, films, discussions, etc.,
to encourage further knowledge of concept.
Suggested films for use in this area are:

Discovering color
16 mm
16 min

BFA 60

Explains how colors differ in three ways: hue, value,
and intensity.
Demonstrates the technique of color mixing
and explores the great variety of color in the world around
us.

Discovering Perspective
16 mm
14 min

VHS

BFA 62

Describes the techniques used to create depth
(perspective), such as position, varying details, size, etc.

Discovering~
16 mm
17 min

VHS

BFA 78

Illustrates the way line records movement. It shows
that the ability to perceive line divorced from form can
become a major aesthetic skill.

Discovering Ideas
16 mm
16 min

for .A..t

BFA 66

Suggests various steps in discovering ideas for art.
Examines the relationship of shape, color, texture, pattern,
and value to artistic creation.

Discovering Harmony .in
16 mm
16 min

A.r..t

BFA 66

Defines harmony and depicts examples in nature.
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Discovering
16 mm
21 min

E.QJ.:m

.i.n A.r..t.

VHS
BFA 67

Shows the five basic forms in art: the sphere, cube,
cone, cylinder, and pyramid. Explains how each form is a
structure of planes or surfaces which join to create a
distinctive volume.
Discovering creative Pattern
16 mm
17 min

BFA 79

Discusses concept of pattern.
Reveals patterns in
living organisms, weaving, architecture, painting, and
sculpture.
Discovering composition .in AL.t
16 mm
16 min

VHS
BFA 6

Explains the need to create a center of inter~st,
balance of objects . in a composition, use lines to create
movement and rhythm and arrange both positive and negative
space.
Discovering Texture
16 mm
17 min

BFA 61

Surfaces of all types are shown and man's use of tools
and materials used to create them are discussed.
Adventures in Perception
16 mm
21 min

VHS
BFA 13

M.C. Escher's paintings with their unusual perspectives
and deceiving patterns that seem to change constantly and to
move endlessly.

(See Educational District 112 Film Guide for Coding of
Films)
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Activity 5

rn

IN DESIGN

Line is merely an extension of a dot.
into an intricate design.

It can develop

Many lines without order are nothing but a pile of
straws.
we can put them in a neat stack or lean them
against the wall.

By using symmetrical balance do a design with 6 straws.

Now do an assymetrical design with 6 straws.

How did you maintain balance? Hopefully with your eye
and common sense.
Take one of your designs and give it
variety by changing some of the size of some lines. This
means by length or by thickness. For even more variety try
some curves.

If design is too orderly it can be boring, but if
there's too much variety it can be confusing. To maintain
order we try to keep a balance. By keeping it in balance we
remain conscious of the center.
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Activity 6

LINES .IN DESIGN

Rhythm
The order of these examples is by regular repetition of
accents.

11111111111

,,r

1,111,,1111//11

But rhythm can be created in other ways.
By taking this line:

and thickening it in several places, more variety can
be added to the line.

However, it can become confusing and lose its order if
not careful.

Try a rhythm of your own with a long line of varying
thickness.
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Activity 6 (cont.)

Now add a second rhythm by introducing a group of dots
with their .Q?lll rhythm and variety.

But if you introduce too many different rhythms, your
design becomes confusing.

0

0

0

0

,~A-./'\/'A ..rv--,/j)_J'v"_
QooOo

00°

0

0°

0

0°

oQo
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Activity 7

UNITY .I.N DESIGN

Draw a line with various rhythm:
and use of dots)

(curves, thickness,

Does your design have interesting variety? Does it
have order maintained by rhythm, visual balance, and unity?
Do several parts of your design relate to one another or do
they fit awkwardly?
If your design has unity, the dot pattern relates to
design of the original line.
Whenever you add something to your design, you should
think about what it does for the rest of the design.
If you like what it does, add it or if you don't like
it, adjust or reject it.
Create a simple
line design

Add a dot design

Add some more
lines

With each addition you should be conscious of what had
already been drawn. This is unity.
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Activity 8

LINES~ MEANING

Lines with sharp angles, rapid rhythms, sudden
thicknesses, or quick changes of direction suggest
aggression, anger, speed. Try some lines which suggest the
character of each of these.
1.

Storm

2.

100 yard dash

3.

War

4.

Used car salesman

5.

Rush hour
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Activity 8 (cont.)
Lines with curves, rather than sharp angles, with
gradual turns, soft transitions between thicknesses suggest
peace, slow movement, beauty, quiet.
Now try lines for
these words:
1.

Sunset

2.

A stroll in a park

3.

Sleep

4.

A gliding bird

5.

An 80-year-old couple

The arrangement of lines can have a structural sense.
Try stacking them like a teepee and they appear as if
they'll support a lot.
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Activity 8 (cont.)

But angle them outward and they appear to teeter.

o~~o"
Just like a building, a broad-based construction of
lines appears to lie stationary.~

\l

\sl

=- ~)

\Ii ; 1HG: 2·he1

A narrow-based design looks as if it might topple.

\

c,00000;)

~

You may want your design to appear unstable because
it's more exciting. Or you might want it stable or calm.
It is up to you and your arrangement of lines that affects
the personality of your design.
Where might a person find designs that are similar to
what has been discussed:
1.

Borders of wallpaper

2.

Fabric design

3.

Picture frame design

4.
5.
6.

7.

s.
Find three samples from above and analyze them as to
variety
method of order (balance)
rhythm
Decide if each expresses any sort of personality.
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Activity 9

SHAPES .lN DESIGN

Shapes come in different sorts.
Geometric shapes
include circles, squares, rectangles, trapezoids, hexagons,
etc. Within themselves they have order in their design.

Aside from geometry, odd shapes seem to have no form at
all.

An arrangement of shapes can have rhythm (and shape can
have rhythm inside itself, too).

Rhythm needn't always be in a straight . line.
up and around.

It can go
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Activity 10

UNITY .IN SHAPES

Think of a tree. The small shapes of the leaves go
together to create the greater shape of the tree.
The trees can be grouped together to create an orchard.
As in determining a design, unity of the smaller parts
must flow with the larger parts.
If the corners of the
smaller shapes are curved, it's helpful to curve the corners
of the united design. If the design is sharp, it is wise to
treat some of the angles of the greater shape the same.

Activity

0Q~0A~0DO

Do 3 designs with 6 shapes each.

Now combine the 3 designs into a single design keeping
it under control with the use of size, rhythm, and unity.
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Activity 11

SHAPES NI..l'.li.

MEANING

Shapes have meanings which can affect designs.
Industries try to imprint the shape of its product on the
consumer's mind such as a Coke bottle or Corvette shape.
When a customer knows a product just by seeing its shape, it
needs no words.
Shapes can contain more abstract meanings as well. A
shape with sharp angles, rapid rhythms or quick changes of
directions suggest aggressiveness and speed. A shape of
soft curves and few corners is peaceful and passive.
Create abstract shapes for these ideas:
1.

A summer afternoon

2.

A fist fight

3.

A picnic

4.

A party

s.

A cat and a porcupine in a box
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Activity 11 (cont.)

A shape can have structural meaning as well.
top-heavy, it appears unstable.

If it's

If it sits on a broad base, like a pyramid, it seems
stable.

\~/
Either can be fine for a design as long as it fits the
meaning intended. How do you describe these shapes?
S= stable

U= unstable

1.

2.

1.
3.

4.

s.
6.

2..

03.
4:
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Activity 12

TEXTURE .IN DESIGN

With a dot line and shape, you can construct any design
you wish, but there are variables to even this. Suppose you
cut a triangle out of paper, roofing, wool cloth or metal.
Each one would be different from the other because of their
textures.

Texture can be imagined too. Diagonal lines, dots,
bubbles or cross-hatching can give texture.
You invent
teQe in th~hapes.

0

0

00000

Fill in these shapes with various textures.

See how confusing a design can be if too many textures
are used too closely.
Now try two types of textures and see if the design
isn't more pleasing.
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Activity 12 (cont.)

Try to control an overall texture effect by using it in
a nice balance and/or rhythm.
Cover this circle with
balanced, asymmetrical dots:

Cover this circle with
symmetrical dots:

Create a texture rhythm on these six spapes:

Texture can dress your design for a certain effect. If
you want a formal appearance, don't dress it in rags. Avoid
visual mixtakes by asking yourself about the textures you've
used.
1.

Is the texture right for the personality of design?

2.

Is the texture so flashy that it dominates the
shapes it dresses? If so, change it.

3.

Does the texture fit well on the shape?

4.

Does the design have too many textures so that the
basic design is lost?
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Activity 13

COLOR I.li DESIGN .!l

Color has to be treated with the same care as any other
elements of design.

Color in this design using what you have learned.
Now analyze your design by asking these questions:
1.

Have the colors given variety to the design?

2.

Have the colors given so much variety that the
basic design order is lost?

3.

What sort of order (balance) does it have?
depend on rhythm for order?

Does it

Every time you introduce a color into a design, the
color next to it is affected.
Color each of the squares (with an 'x') red.

Now color the frame of the first one in orange, the
second one green, and the third frame a different shade of
red.
When looking at the red squares now, each red seems a
bit different from the one next to it.
This is because
color can affect the color it sits next to.
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Activity 14

COLOR lN DESIGN JZ

The color wheel is a device which puts color and its
effects into order.

The three larger triangles are the
other colors are created by these.

primary

colors.

All

The three smaller triangles are the secondary colors.
They are made by combining the adjacent primary colors in
equal proportion. Example:
Red+ Blue=
Yellow+ Red=
Yellow+ Blue=

_P_u_r~P-1-e~ ~~
~~~~~~

Colors nearest each other tend to blend easily.
A
design with these will be calm and ordered and shapes will
lie comfortably next to each other.

Colors opposite each other are called &.Qm~mentary
colors. They don't have either of each others colors within
their mix. An example would be green & ~ .
There's no red in the make-up of green and vice versa.
Name other complementary colors:
Purple

and~~~~~~

Orange and
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Activity 14 (cont.)

In these two squares, create a design both the same and
asymmetrical in balance using various shapes, lines, or
dots.

1.

Color the first square with three colors which lie
next to each other on the color wheel.

2.

Color the second square with two complementary
colors.

Remember: distribution of colors must have some sense of
order (balance)!
How do you feel about the differences?
like the best?

using

.dQ.ta. .ruig

lines

.t.Q.

Which do you

create rhythm

~-O-n_t_h_i_s_s_t_r-ip_,_c_r_e_a_t_e_a_r_h_y_t_h_m
__d_e_s_i_g_n_u_s_1-·n_g__
d_o_t_s_o_f_o.ne
color and lines of a color which lies next to it on the
color wheel.

I

~
On this strip, let the rhythm be created using
one color and the lines be the complement of it.
Experiment here making colors:

dots of
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Activity 15

COLOR STRENGTH

When colors are weakened by addition of white, the
contrast is less than when using full-strength color.
When color is dulled by the addition of black, the
contrast varies depending upon which color it is placed next
to.

Try mixing the two
combinations and getting
them next to red.

The various amounts of white or black which are used
when mixing can vary considerably and also give extended
effects.
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Activity 16

MEANINGS

Qf.

COLOR

Color can have meaning.
Red, yellow and orange
represent warmth, while blue, green and purple represent
cool temperatures.
Color can represent other ideas as well.
Blue and
green can give the feeling of water.
They can project
quiet, deep grottos or wooded areas.
Reds and oranges suggest aggressiveness, warmth, autumn
leaves, etc.
Now try colors to represent these:
1.

Excited

2.

Tired

3.

Sick

4.

Sad

S.

Cold

6.

Cheerful

Be aware of the mood you're creating when using color!
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Activity 17

COLOR MEANINGS

Color creates visual effects. A room of basically warm
colors will appear warm. A room of cool colors will have a
cool feeling.
Reds and oranges will create movement and
excitement.
Blues and
greens will provide a restful
atmosphere. What feeling you want the room to have can be
helped by the color you choose. What color would you paint
the following rooms, and why?

A game room:

A study:

A dining room:

A bedroom:

A bathroom:

Color can also affect dimension. If you paint one wall
of a room a · stronger color than the others, it will make
that wall more visual and more noticeable than the others.
In a smaller room, however, this could be disturbing. Dark
colors make a room or space appear much smaller than it
actually is.
These colors form a type of optical illusion.
If you have a large room, bold, strong, dark colors can be
used nicely. But, in small spaces a wise designer will try
to stay with lighter colors to give the illusion of more
space and an airy atmosphere.
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SPACE ll DESIGN

Activity 18

One way to create space or depth is by varying size and
by object placement.
0
0
0
0

0

~

0
0

0

This
doesn't
achieve depth.

0
0
0

But by placing each smaller dot behind another, we
perceive an idea of depth.
0

0

0

8

0

0

0

0

00

When we look into the distance, trees and buildings
appear smaller than they would if we were standing right
next to them. This is because we see them in perspective or
in depth.
Draw a road that winds to each house in the square
below. Now, add a tree (by each house) that is only as tall
as the house itself. Notice that you have kept things in
the distance smaller to show depth of field.
Now, draw
mountains behind the last house.

DESIGN .IS. EVERYWHERE
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The worksheets on 'Design is Everywhere' are to be
administered with proper guidance, enthusiasm, films,
speakers, etc., to insure proper understanding.
Suggested films for this area are as follows:
"Closed Mondays"
16mm - 8 minutes - Pyra 74
Using expressive three-dimensional clay figures, the
film explores reality and illusion as the main character
comes to life.
"Claymation"
16mm - 18 minutes - Pyra 78
Using scenes from 'closed Mondays', 'Mountain Music',
. 'Martin the Cobbler', and some other animation to illustrate
the principles of three-dimensional clay.
"Art Careers"
16mm - 30 minutes - Distributor Hand 77
Many thousands of artists are at work in different
fields.
Some speculate, while others diversify and work in
several areas.
The film shows artists discussing their
professions, which include painting, sculpture, graphic
design, industrial design, architecture, photography,
teaching, museum work, and costume design.
"Totems"
16mm - 15 minutes - NOF 63
Traces the history of totem poles as a Stone Age art
form means of communication.
Gives typical totem pole
'readings'.
See Educational District 112 Film Guide for coding of
films.
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Activity 19

DESIGN .IN NATURE J.l.

Each of these shapes is an abstract form resembling
space shapes you've seen on trees. Each of these shapes has
a symmetrical design.

~ ' ~ ' i ~ n d people are all symmetrical.

But, boredom doesn't happen in nature with all this
symmetry because there is so much variety.
The leaf is only a small design detail within a greater
design of the tree. The trees variety has much variety in
its twisting branches and arrangement of collected leaf
shapes. Still, the overall design of a tree returns order
to this variety with its own symmetrical shape.
A tree stands alone and grows tall and straight. But
when it's one of many trees, it adjusts its design to many
shapes around it. If a large full tree grows around it, it
bends and curves around the crowding shape. It still is
part of the overall scheme of the forest in which it stands.
When the forest breaks to allow the lines of a stream
to run through it, the stream will wind and turn in relation
to the amount of water it carries, the pitch of the hill and
the dips and rises in the landscape. The stones that line
the bank can control some movement too.
this is to see the grand design of
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Activity 19 (cont.)

Nature is the great example of design. It has a great
number of design principles. Answer these questions.
(1)

What type of balance does a flower have?

(2)

What is the balance of several flowers on a stern?

(3)

How do flowers of a plant work together as a
design?

(4)

What sort of design has rippling water?

(5)

What is the design a flat stone makes when skipped
across water?
What is the design principle,
balance, rhythm, unity?

(6)

How does the color of water relate to the color of
the sky above?

(7)

What is the design scheme of a snowflake?

(8)

What is the design scheme of a flame?

(9)

What is the design sch'erne of the wind?

(10)

How do the colors of flowers and leaves work
together as a design?

Nature is filled with simple to complex designs.
Nature can inspire your designs. You don't have to include
leaves into your design. Just let leaves suggest shape to
you!
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Activity 20

DESIGN l.N NATURE .il

(1)

Give an example of symmetrical design in nature.

(2)

Now list an asymmetrical design in nature.

(3)

Where in nature is there a glossy texture?

(4)

A smooth texture?

(5)

A rough texture?

(6)

A damp texture?

(7)

A scratchy texture?

(8)

Draw each of these textures.

(9)

Where in nature do you find warm colors?
always in warm places?

(10)

Where are the cool colors?

(11)

Where do colors blend in nature?

(12)

Where do they contrast?

Are they
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Activity 21

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN JLI.

Industrial design means the application of design
principles to appliances and other types of machinery. A
car is an excellent example of products incorporating
industrial design.
Get four examples (various views) of cars from magazine
ads.
Things to look for from your ads:
The sides of the car combine shapes and lines in a
design scheme.
The vertical lines of the windows are
matched by horizontal lines of chrome or ridges.
The front of the car is an arrangement of vertical and
horizontal shapes of lights, windows, bumpers, grill, and
wheels in a symmetrical design.

What other vertical, horizontal,
shapes can you list from your pictures?

round, rectangular
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN J.2.

Activity 22

Design a portable radio.
You must have these parts:
a case to go around the inner parts
(a shape)
2 knobs
(1 volume

&

on/off, 1 channel selection)

3 buttons
(1 AM, 1 FM, 1 Shortwave)
1 speaker
1 station indicator dial or band

Start off by placing a case around it. If you like it,
great!
If not, adjust the insides with the engineers to
your liking. Don't forget to taper edges or padding it up
if you choose.
After you've designed your radio,
criteria:

go through this

Does the speaker tip the design away from the center?
Are the buttons in an awkward spot in relation to the
dial?
Can you neutralize the dominant shapes with a neutral
color or texture in its cover material while letting
knobs stand out.
There are lots of ways to handle this design by keeping
these elements and principles in mind.
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Activity 23

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN J..l

Even though you may 1 ik e the radio y,ou al ready
designed, try these plans on a small scale.

All knobs on one side
with all other parts
adjusted accordingly.

Buttons across bottom
with all other parts
adjusted accordingly.

Try running the dial
down the side.

Move buttons and parts
around for variety.

Which of these arrangements satisfy you?
Does the speaker look awkward on any of them?
Is its placement out of balance with other parts?
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Activity 24

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN .ii

You've just been hired by a major automotive firm as
head designer.
You must now design a really appealing
dashboard for their new creation.
You must use these features for your design:
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
l
l

steering column and wheel
speedometer (with mileage indicator)
gas gauge
oil gauge
ignition switch
ash tray and lighter
heater, air conditioning, defrost unit
AM/FM radio
stereo tape deck
glove compartment
clock
temperature gauge

Remember convenience to the driver when designing an
automobile dash. He/she must have easy access to most all
of the above.
Good design can excite the buyer.
You are now in
control of his or her mind. Show them your best!
Please use colored pencil for this project when
completing the finished look.
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Activity 25

DECORATIVE ART.Sil

These arts are those which have a practical function
and decorative purpose. Silverware, dishware, furniture,
fine fabrics, and crafted metalware are examples. They are
different from painting and sculpture because there is a
"use" in mind when they are being developed.
Certain periods of
ornaments of that era.

time can be

identified

by

the

During the 15th century, the era was filled with a
church atmosphere which was solemn, heavy and stately.
Around 1740 A.O., the period was that of royal courts
and an aristocratic life. Gold leaf and hanging crystals
were common, as was curved angles.
At the turn of the century, a period of delicate and
simplified form was characteristic of a time called 'Art
Nouveau'.
Can you label which year goes with which of these three
candelabras?
(1450, 1740, 1900)

A certain style can be carried throughout a room or
home. It is important to get a feel about who you are and
your likes. It will help you do a better job of developing
your house decor.
The objects you purchase will be well
designed and, because you'll like a particular period, they
won't clash.
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Activity 26

DECORATIVE~ 12.

Here are some chairs from various periods of time.
Judge the chair designs by answering the questions below for
each of them.

1.

What are some basic shapes or lines involved in
each?
(Straight or curved?)

2.

Are the verticals balanced by the horizontals?

3.

Does a sense of rhythm,
control the design?

4.

How does the shape of the seat relate to the shape
of the back?

5.

How do the legs relate to the arms, back or seat?

symmetry or asymmetry

You could ask these about any sort of furniture.
You must also be concerned with function. Will books
fit on the shelf? Is it comfortable to sit at and possibly
eat dinner? Is it visually appealing?
Your job is to become a designer with these things in
mind and design chairs for these three people who will sit
in them. Get them comfortably seated.

)

Ail HISTORY
(Emphasis:

Twentieth Century Art)
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Art history should be approached lightly and vividly
with the help of posters, films, and various activities.
The film list should include:
"Tut: The Boy King"
16mm - 52 minutes - FI 77
55 art treasures are shared for the introduction of
this king and his famous tomb.

"Yankee Painter: The Work of Winslow Homer"
16mm - 26 minutes - Dist. MGHT 64
Illustrates the biography and artistic development of
Winslow Homer, American realist painter, using his water
colors, oil, and early journalistic sketches.
"Michelangelo"
16mm - 30 minutes - EBEC 65
The development of Michelangelo's genius traced through
direct filming in great museums.
The Sistine Chapel
ceiling, the Last Judgement, and the statues for the tomb of
Pope Julius are presented.

"I, Leonardo Da Vinci"
16mm - 54 minutes - Saga of Western Man Series
Explores Da Vinci's intellectual and artistic interests
and talents. Depicts the Renaissance period.
"Art Portrays a Challenging World:
Renaissance"
16mm - 17 minutes - Dist. ALEF 77

Gothic to Early

Describes the historical transformation of medievil man
to modern man. Points out that gothic art expressed the
community spirit of the middle ages. Contrasts gothic art
to renaissance art which reflects man's awakening interest
in science, nature and himself.
The teacher will emphasize twentieth century art
school/periods, but lead-in should include slide series of
earlier art history.
See Educational District 112 Film Guide for coding of
films.
)
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NATURALISM
This school of art is claimed to be an even more
accurate picture of life than life itself.
artists

utilize

detailed

elements

from

Naturalist
nature

photographic touches that bring us closer to nature.
Famous artist of the period is Van Eyck.

and
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Activity 27

NATURALISM

Purpose:

To acquaint students with the development
of the Naturalism style.

Materials:

Drawing paper, small items for study,
paints.

Procedure:

Students must choose one simple object such
as a tack, needle, outton, paper clip,
match, nail, etc., to be viewed at his/her
area • . student will then sketch carefully
every contour, shape and edge of item.
Student must then study colors of light and
dark and proceed to ·color the object so
real as to make viewer feel it can be
picked up.

~=

Project takes approximately three to four
1-hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability to carefully
observe an object and then draw it as
realistically as possible.
Exact color
mixing should also be evaluated.

other
considerations:

Students must have knowledge in mixing
paints and seeing how shadows fall to
create dimension.
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IMPRESSIONISM
Artists attempted to represent objects as they appear
in a particular moment and mood, and from one vantage point.
Monet and Degas are famous for their art of this era,
but Monet alone remained faithful to the Impressionist view
of nature.
Scenes painted many different times in different light
and atmosphere were tried successfully by Monet.
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Activity 28

IMPRESSIONISM

Purpose:

To
acquaint
Impressionist's
painting.

Materials:

Paper, tempera paint, brushes.

Procedures:

Students will be given a nature scene ditto
showing a close-up view of a lakeshore and
nearby trees.

students with the
type of development in

(1)
Students will then choose to paint
this scene as they might see it in the dead
of winter. Students must keep the colors
of winter in mind when trying to do this
well.
(2)
Students will be given a second ditto
exactly the same as the first, but are to
paint it as it would appear in the midst of
summer.

(3) The same ditto is given a third time
and students are to paint it as it may
appear on a rainy morning of spring.
~:

Project should take approximately three to
five 1-hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability to visualize
seasonal colors and their placement in a
mood painting.

other

Students should discuss how certain colors
are associated for different moods,
effects, seasons.

considerations:
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EXPRESSIONISM
This school of art is a step farther away from Realism
than Impressionism.
events.

It exaggerates, distorts objects and

Its aim is to show how the world appears to the

troubled mind, or to project into the work the artist's own
attitudes.
One famous artist of the era is Van Gogh.

While many

call this art grotesque, these artists have found that it
can shock people into understanding their message.

The

artist has deep feelings and opinions which are quite often
expressed in portraits.
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Activity 29

EXPRESSIONISM

Purpose:

To acquaint student with
techniques of Expressionists.

Materials:

Drawing paper, pencils, tempera paints.

Procedure:

Find a famous person's portrait in black &
white in a magazine or book. Try to choose
a person that you have strong feelings
about, either for or against.
Now,
imagining yourself as an Expressionist,
color your portrait according to your
feeling and opinions about this person.
In
doing so, consider the following:

the

color

(1) Have you heard items that are positive
or contrary to his/her popular image?
(2)
Is he/she a person of gentle, stern,
happy, or sad nature?
(3)
Does your portrait represent
fear, love, melancholy, or hate?

joy,

What the face represents to you can affect
your choice and manner of coloring the
portrait.

~=

Project should take three to four 1-hour
periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability to use color for
the sake of expressing feelings or
opinions.

other
considerations:

Students should be shown examples of
portraitures of Expressionism.
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SURREALISM
In this schooling, the Surrealist emphasizes dreams and
the subconscious.

Artists use dreams as a subject in an

attempt to show the inside of his mind,
appearance of his outside world.

as well as the

The works may be clear or

illogical.
Chagall is an important artist of this style, with
Salvador Dali probably

most

identified as

a prominent

example.
The Surrealists set out to baffle the public.

Dali put

blobs of ink on pieces of paper, then blotted them.

They

became beginnings of drawings.
Another artist of this time was Max Ernst who layered
pieces of paper over rough surfaces,
picture from there.

then decided on a
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Activity 30

SURREALISM

Purpose:

To acquaint the student with the Surrealist
artists by exploring their techniques.

Materials:

White paper, pencils,
pencils or felt pens.

Procedure:

Students are to baffle the public by
"dreaming" up a scene of buildings, fences,
and trees, and then destroy its reality by
changing real spaces of items into
unrealistic spaces. Pencil sketch, then
finish with color using paints, colored
felt pens or pencils.

tempera,

colored

Project should take approximately three to
four 1-hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability
unrealistic with realistic items.

Other

Students must be given examples of various
surrealist work to give them ideas.

Considerations:

to

be
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ABSTRACTION

(Neo-Plasticism)

With this technique an artist becomes so involved in
one phase of a scene or situation that he doesn't show the
subject as reality, but only his idea of it or feeling about
it.
Mondrian and Malevich are good examples of this style.
Artists prefer to call this art non-representational or
non-objective, which means nothing is recognizable.

It

consists solely of geometric shapes.
It contains no subject matter in which to attract
people, but depends solely on abstract shapes and basic
colors to attract people.

Therefore, you have to arrange

them by "feel" to reach the perfect layout.
Mondrian and Malevich studied nature in the traditional
manner before they worked in Neo-Plasticism art.

It helped

them think through art problems in achieving the placement
of each shape and color in their composition.
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Activity 31

ABSTRACT Ail

Purpose:

To acquaint students with the development
of Abstract art through several studies,
each growing more non-representational.

Materials:

Drawing paper, pencils, tempera paints.

Procedures:

Find a picture of a factory or buildings.
(1)
Sketch a drawing of the main
structures eliminating unnecessary details.
You are interested in the principal
geometric shapes of the factory.

(2) Using the drawing of the first sketch,
reduce the principal parts of the factory
to basic geometric shapes. Your drawing
could appear to look like a pile of
building blocks.
(3)
In a third drawing, flatten out the
"building block" image of the second
sketch.
This drawing will now be twodimensional rather than the threedimensions of the second.

(4) Rearrange the flat, geometric shapes
of the first drawing into a satisfactory
composition.
Stick closely to the
arrangement of the original scene or try
something more radical.
(5) Color the final drawing with colors of
student's choice, although the natural
colors like brick red of a factory facade
can guide selection •
.lim§:

Project takes approximately four to five 1hour periods.

Eyaluation:

Based on student's ability to develop an
abstract idea from a realistic drawing and
to choose an appropriate color scheme.

other
considerations:

Students should view many examples of
abstract art to help in their
interpretation.

LONG~ PROJECTS
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Long term activities are designed to give students a
chance to explore different medias of art while using good
design and craftsmanship.
The

instructor

will

give

proper

instructions,

demonstrations and lecture in assigning each activity.
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Long .Term Activity #1

HAUNTED HOUSE DRAWING

Purpose:

To express creative detail in the various
elements of a haunted house.

Materials:

Paper (12 x 18), pencil.

Procedure:

Have students draw in a single picture, a
close-up view of various adjoining rooms
within a haunted house, employing devices
that are a creative way of haunting.

~=

Project takes approximately one to two 1hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on the haunting feeling of the
picture and the creative aspects.

Other
considerations:

Students may be encouraged to think
of scary movies they've seen or stories
they've heard.
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Long Term Activity #2

OPTICAL COLOR GRADATION

Purpose:

To introduce optical illusion through color
gradations.

Materials:

Pencils, rulers,
paint, brushes.

Procedure:

Have students draw on white paper a series
of parallel lines crossing the paper
vertically or horizontally 1/2" apart.
Apply white paint between the first two
lanes. Paint the center lane blue, yellow,
red, violet, green, or orange.
Have
students add a touch of their color to
white, mixing until a very light shade is
evident.
Apply this to the second lane.
Continue adding their color to white,
painting lanes until a gradation of color
from white to blue is achieved. From the
center "true color" lane, add a touch of
black to the true color, mixing so that a
color slightly darker than blue appears.
Apply it to the lane next to the center
lane.
Continue adding black until all
lanes show a consistent gradation from
chosen color to black.
The final result
should be a graduation from white, to
chosen color, to black.

~=

Project takes approximately two to three 1hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on the consistent gradation of the
color.

Other

Students must be informed
techniques of tempera paint.

considerations:

drawing paper,

on

tempera

proper
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Long Term Activity #3

ABSTRACT SCULPTURE

Purpose:

To cause students to comprehend nonrepresentational design and how it can be
done.

Materials:

Sandwich bags, plaster, carving tools or
knives, sandpaper.

Procedure:

Students will hold bags open firmly while
i t is filled with plaster by the
instructor. Bags should be filled about
3/4 full.
Student then grabs bag in
his/her own unique way and holds firmly
until plaster is very firm (about 10
minutes). When plaster is firm, students
carefully peel off plastic to reveal the
plaster in its unique form.
Students will then begin carving to define
form, to create new ridges, holes, etc.,
from their imagination.
After carving has
been exhausted (approximately 4 days),
plaster can be cleaned up to a smooth state
by repeated sandings.

I.im..e.:

Project takes approximately five to six 1hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability to keep form
non-representational; to elaborate on the
original form;
and to show good
craftsmanship by cleaning i t up
appropriately.

other
considerations:

Student should be given instruction in the
correct usage of tools, clean-up.
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Long Term Activity #4
~

PATTERN ABSTRACT

Purpose:

To introduce the simple form of abstract
design.

Materials:

Pencils,
brushes.

Procedure:

Students will draw a controlled doodle on
white paper, crisscrossing lines so that
various shapes are formed. Students will
then paint shapes, each in a different
color.
Balance of color, size and shape
are items of major concern.
The result
should be an eye balance of color
throughout composition.

~=

Project takes approximately three to four
1-hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based solely on the balance of color
according to variety of shapes and sizes.

other

Review abstract ideas
representational aspects.

considerations:

drawing paper,

tempera paint,

and

other non-
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Long Term Activity #5

.cL.U 'I'ILES

Purp9se:

To have students research the correct
appearance of an item and portray it in a
clay tile.

Materials:

Clay,
pins.

Procedure:

Student is given a size required for outer
edges of tile (6" x 9" is good).
Student
is given a letter of the alphabet.
(A good
way to determine this is to have them
"draw' a letter from a hat.)
Student
researches idea that starts with his/her
letter.

clay tools,

plastic bags,

rolling

Examples: s = Spider, snake, star
C = Clown, castle, car, camel
T = Tiger, turtle, trumpet
Student draws idea to scale, also
incorporating letter. Student rolls out
clay to 6" x 9" and transfers design to it.
Student then carves away and/or adds to
design to make it three-dimensional and
realistic.
Student will need to store clay daily in
airtight bag so that clay will remain
workable during project.
When project is done, clay is left out to
dry for firing. After firing, clay tile
can be painted with acrylic paint for
realistic coloring.

~=

Project takes approximately five to seven
1-hour periods.
(1 day research, 4 days
clay work)

Evaluation:

Based on ability to realistically portray
something in a three-dimensional form and
on the craftsmanship in using clay
properly,
using variations of shallow and
deep indentations.

Other
considerations:

Students should be given instruction on
rolling out clay and use of tools to
accomplish best results.
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Long Term Activity #6

PACKAGE DESIGN

Purpose:

To have student create an eye-catching
design for the purpose of commercial
products.

Materials:

Paints, paper.

Procedures:

Students are given a candy bar and must
study wrapper while enjoying the treat.
They now must re-create a better wrapper
design for the product. They must use the
name of the candy bar, the company and the
type of candy bar it is. The wrapper must
be the exact same size so students may
trace size on paper.
With paints, the
students will plan color scheme.

~=

Project takes approximately four to five!hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability to create an
eye-appealing design with selling impact.

Other
considerations:

Students should be given a briefing on use
of color as a psychological influencing
factor on the buyer.
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Long Term Activity #7
,

PAPER MACHE PUPPET HEADS

Purpose:

To have students use an additive medium for
purpose of creating form.

Materials:

Small 4" balloons, string, paper mac he
paste, newspaper, paints, yarn, glue.

Procedure:

Students blow up bulb-shaped balloons and
tie with string. Paper mache strips are
then applied over most of balloon excluding
tied end. This will give a good shell, if
a couple coats are given.
While drying,
students then must choose one person he/she
wants her puppet to be.
Famous persons or
teachers could be inspirations.
After evaluating person for special
features, students add a few more details
to shell.
Example:
nose, lips, beard,
etc.
Student can also paper mache a neck area
around tied end of balloon.
Pop balloon when mache is dry.
students paint it to make head
realistic.

Have
more

Students should add hair with paint or
yarn, etc. Other extras can be up to them.
If finger is placed up inside the head, it
becomes a finger puppet. A band of cloth
can be added around neck to conceal hand.
Project takes approximately five to seven
1-hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability to control an
additive sculpting material into desired
results.

Other

Students should be given instruction in the
use of paper mache.

considerations:
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Long Term Activity #8

COLORED TISSUE PAPER APPLIOUE
Purpose:

To create artistic
accidental effects.

expression

from

Materials:

Colored tissue paper, brushes, white glue,
drawing paper, pencil, scissors, ink and
pens.

Procedure:

Have students draw a preliminary sketch on
white drawing paper (18" x 24").
The
drawing must be a close-up view of an idea
and must be void of details and more like
an outline drawing.
Tear or cut tissue
paper to fit nicely into the ideas drawn.
After diluting glue with water, place
colored tissue paper over the objects drawn
on white paper. Brush over tissue paper
with glue mixture so that tissue seems to
adhere to white paper.
Moistening the
tissue paper causes color to be transferred
from the tissue to the surface of the white
drawing paper.
After the drawing is
completely covered with tissue paper, allow
to dry overnight.
Remove tissues which
should peel off easily. Then, take pen and
ink and draw in some missing details.
Project takes approximately four to five 1hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on total composition,
technique.

idea and

other
considerations:

Students should have instruction in pen and
ink technique, wise subject matter choice,
and application of glue dilution.
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Long Term Activity #9

CLOSE .IIZ. TEMPERA PAINTING

Purpose:

To paint in detail a close-up view of a
single aspect of nature in its own habitat
and to experiment with color.

Materials:

Tempera paint, brushes, drawing paper.

Procedure:

Students must choose one smallish aspect of
nature and draw it very large on 18" x 24"
drawing paper. This could be an egg, fish,
bird, ladybug, etc.
Remaining space on
paper should show its habitat (egg in nest,
fish in water, bird in sky, ladybug on
leaf).
The student will paint
realistically so as to record all natural
detail.

~=

Project takes approximately five to seven
1-hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on the complexity of detail and
ability to color it accordingly.
Background should enhance painting.

other
considerations:

Student should be given instruction in the
correct use of tempera paint.
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Long Term Activity #10

GREETING .cABJl DESIGN

Purpose:

To develop appropriate designs to themes.

Materials:

White paper,
pens, ink.

Procedure:

Either assign students or have them choose
a type of greeting card to design for an
imaginary card shop.
Examples:
Mother's/Father's Day, New Baby, Wedding,
Birthday, Christmas, Halloween, Sympathy,
Easter, Valentine's Day, Retirement.

pencil,

water colors,

Students are to research some
available,
then plan an
original cover designed
Students are then to color
colors and highlight in inks.

ink

of the cards
appropriate
in pencil.
with water

~=

Project takes approximately four to five!hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on student's willingness to achieve
an original and appropriate design.

Other
Considerations:

Students should be given briefing in water
colors.
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Long Term Activity #11

Purpose:

To acquaint student with pen and ink as a
media for drawing.

Materials:

White paper, pen and ink.

Procedure:

Students are to either draw a picture of
their own choice or trace one that they
like.
Subject matter can be anything, but
animals, birds, trees, flowers, portraits
are encouraged. Students are then to pen
and ink over drawing but also, by using
other creative strokes or techniques, make
drawing have texture and shading.
Give
detail in a variety of ways.

~=

Project should take approximately four to
five days.

Evaluation:

Based on student's ability to do more than
just an outline inking, but rather some
experimentation with lines, dots, textures.

other
considerations:

Students must be given knowledge on how to
use tools in a variety of ways.
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Long Term Activity #12

BLACK ANl2 WHITE SCRATCHBOARD

Purpose:

To reverse the process of drawing in an
etching-like process.

Materials:

Pencils, black india ink, white crayon,
white cardboard, drawing paper, sharp
tools, brushes.

Procedure:

Students will research an exciting idea to
sketch or trace on paper.
Students will
then cover white cardboard heavily with
white crayon. Black india ink is applied
over entire surface.
Allow to dry.
Students clip drawing onto inked cardboard.
With pressure they- "go over" design to
leave impression on inked surface. With
sharp instrument, students carefully
scratch over lines on inked surface. The
white area will show through.
After line drawings are complete, have
students consider textures, details and
highlights.

~:

Project takes approximately four to five 1hour periods.

Evaluation:

Based on sharpness of detail and clarity of
expression.

other

Students should be instructed with small
sample before beginning.

considerations:

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

summary
The success or failure of an adult is influenced by
To assume that only an academic

his/her school experiences.
education

will

questionable.

produce

intelligent

graduates

To imagine that reading,

writing,

is
and

computing are the only needed areas of preparation for daily
challenges is certainly limiting.

The High School needs to

seek to provide a total educational experience for each
student, including exposure and experience in the Fine Arts.
Life brings us the need to see, think, understand, and
create experiences,

and there is no better way to gain

methods . in these needs than through art.

Art sharpens our

visual senses more than any other experience.
about art is to understand:

To think

to create is to learn.

Because of this, I have developed a curriculum guide to
aid in developing the skills so essential for a quality
life.
a

It is the purpose of this curriculum guide to provide

resource for the secondary art teacher of Kelso High.

Immediate implementation of this course needs to be placed
into every secondary student's three-year plan at · Kelso
High.

This can be achieved by removing another elective

credit from their current plan and replacing it with this
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required art course.
Presently there are two art teachers at Kelso High who,
because of continued additions of requirements in other
areas, have virtually lost the greatest part of their art
courses.

In 1974, for example, fourteen art classes (per

semester)

were offered by 2-1/2 full-time art instructors.

Now in 1984, two art teachers offer a total of four courses
per semester.
If this general art program were implemented, the two
teachers could easily handle the courses in the initial
stages.

Approximately 175 students per semester would have

to take one of six general art courses offered.
would be limited to 29 students.

Each class

This would allow each

teacher to teach the program three periods a day.

The

remaining periods would be equally split between the current
regularly scheduled art electives:
Drawing/Painting,

c.

Crafts, D.

A.

Commercial Art, B.

Ceramics/Sculpture.

This

would fulfill the five required teaching assignments of the
teacher's contract.
However,

after

this

initial

implementation,

more

students should be given encouragement and have the
opportunity to take additional art courses.
achieve this,

In order ·to

it is recommended that Kelso School District

take immediate plans to:
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(A)

Delete some of the excessive amounts of required
English and Mathematics in order to make way for
more elective time; or

(B)

Develop a seven-period student day in which
students are required to take more electives
(while teachers still maintain a 5 or 6-period day
contract); or

(C)

Change the secondary schools semester system to a
trimester or college quarter system; thus enabling
students additional course selection time.

As this district has proven through its new Keyboarding
course, teachers can readily be hired for an extra teaching
period, (for extra pay), if an abundance of students sign up
for a course.

So, if extra art periods are needed, either

art teacher could theoretically be employed an extra period
to accommodate an immediate overload.
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APPENDIX A

Initial Year
1st and 2nd semester
Period
1
Teacher
A

Teacher
B

2

3

4

6

5

General
Art

General
Art

General
Art

Crafts

Sculpture
Ceramics

General
Art

Drawing
Painting

(Prep)

General
Art

General
Art

(Prep)

Commercial Art
Design

As the Program Grows:
Options
(1)
(2)
(3)

Teacher A
delete preparation period.
Teacher B
delete preparation period.
Hire additional teacher three periods and add
additional periods as necessary.

